Implications of Dynamic Pressure Transducer Mounting Variations on Measurements in Pyrotechnic Test Apparatus
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Accurate dynamic pressure measurements are often difficult to make within small pyrotechnic devices, and transducer mounting difficulties can cause data anomalies that lead to erroneous conclusions. Delayed initial pressure response followed by data ringing has been observed when using miniaturized pressure transducer mounting adapters required to interface transducers to small test chambers. This delayed pressure response and ringing, combined with a high data acquisition rate, has complicated data analysis. This paper compares the output signal characteristics from different pressure transducer mounting options, where the passage distance from the transducer face to the pyrotechnic chamber is varied in length and diameter. By analyzing the data and understanding the associated system dynamics, a more realistic understanding of the actual dynamic pressure variations is achieved. Three pressure transducer mounting configurations (elongated, standard, and face/flush mount) were simultaneously tested using NASA standard initiators in closed volume pressure bombs. This paper also presents results of these pressure transducer mounting configurations as a result of a larger NASA Engineering and Safety Center pyrovalve test project. Results from these tests indicate the improved performance of using face/flush mounted pressure transducers in this application. This type of mounting improved initial pressure measurement response time by approximately 19 µs over standard adapter mounting, eliminating most of the lag time; provided a near step-function type initial pressure increase; and greatly reduced data ringing in high data acquisition rate systems. The paper goes on to discuss other issues associated with the firing and instrumentation that are important for the tester to understand.
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I. Introduction

Accurate dynamic pressure measurements within small pyrotechnic devices can be challenging. Transducer mounting difficulties may lead to data anomalies and subsequent erroneous conclusions. Testing by NASA Engineering and Safety Center (NESC), performed during an investigation into booster ignition anomalies associated with a particular Y-configured primer chamber assembly (Y-PCA), required the use of miniaturized transducer mounting adapters to interface pressure transducers to the small Y-PCA initiator cavities. During testing, observation of delayed initial cavity pressure response and excessive pressure spikes, followed by data ringing, required additional work to understand the data. Recognizing how and to what extent these adapters influence Y-PCA internal pressure data, coupled with the need for high transducer data acquisition rates, was crucial for analysis purposes and led to numerous tests using simulated test cavities (bombs). These tests demonstrated the effect on initial pressure rise, peak, and ringing in the test cavities. An analysis was performed on pressure output signal characteristics from three different pressure transducer mounting options, where the passage distance from transducer face to pyrotechnic cavity was varied in length and diameter. Mounting configurations tested (elongated, standard, and face/flush mounts) used NASA standard initiators (NSIs). The Y-PCA is an aluminum pyrotechnic device used to accommodate two initiators to direct or channel the individual output products of each initiator toward a booster charge. The booster charge, in turn, produces a sufficient amount of gas to activate a ram/valve assembly.

II. Pressure Transducer Signatures in Y-PCA

NESC Y-PCA testing was performed using Kistler 603B1 pressure transducers with Kistler 222P needle adapters combined with brass spacers to prevent adapter threads from breaking the internal PCA wall plane. The adapters provided a secure means to mount the transducer into the relatively thin PCA cavity sidewall without influencing cavity pressurization. This technique was based on previous successes with Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company. Adapter passages up to the cavity interface, including the drilled portion through the PCA parent material, were filled with Dow Corning 33M grease to allow efficient pressure communication from the cavity to the transducer face (Fig. 1). Kistler 5010B charge amplifiers were used as the power source for the transducers.

Y-PCA pressure transducer data indicated high initial peak pressure spikes, followed immediately by “ringing” of data, dampening after approximately six cycles. This ringing was initially not understood, and efforts were taken to understand the phenomena because accurate pressure data were required for analysis. This investigation resulted in using a greased versus ungreased pressure transducer adapter tested within the same chamber initiator cavity. A dual NSI pressure chamber body is shown in Fig. 2.

Although initial peak pressures were approximately 6000 psi less for the ungreased transducer (PT1), a curve fitted through both transducer traces (PT1 and PT2) indicated approximately the same initial peak pressure of 12,500 psig (Fig. 3).

---

**Nomenclature**

- **2PT** = two-pressure-transducer (bomb tests)
- **3PT** = three-pressure-transducer (bomb tests)
- **NESC** = NASA Engineering and Safety Center
- **NSI** = NASA standard initiator
- **PT** = pressure transducer
- **ST** = special test identifier
- **Y-PCA** = Y-configured primer chamber/carrier assembly

---

1 Due to confidentiality concerns the Y-PCA vendor in the References endnote has been designated as xyz.
3 Dow Corning® is a registered trademark of Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, Michigan.
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Figure 1. Relationship between the transducer and grease filled portion of adapter.

Figure 2. Dual NSI pressure chamber setup.

Figure 3. Plot of greased versus ungreased pressure transducer adapters (PT1 and PT2 in same cavity).
Ringing was still noticed in the ungreased transducer at a frequency (~ 10 to 13 KHz) similar to the greased transducer, indicating the ringing was not due to the addition of grease. It was later understood that, according to Kistler, the adapter had an inherent resonant frequency depending on the medium placed within the adapter (specifically the speed of sound in the medium). The resonant frequency observed during greased and ungreased transducer tests correlated well with what Kistler predicted with an air-filled (non-greased) adapter at 1500 °F (816 °C) (approximate temperature near transducer port during initiator firing). This indicated that the speed of sound was approximately the same for the grease and air (at higher temperature), suggesting the ringing observed during testing was due to the inherent resonance frequency of the adapter geometry.

To understand and possibly eliminate effects of the PCA or instrumentation internal geometry on the pressure transducer trace, additional tests using closed volume cavities (bombs) were developed.

III. Two-Pressure-Transducer (2PT) Bomb Tests: Standard Mount

Two different closed volume bombs (see Fig. 4) were initially produced to support two specific tests: one 0.9 cc (test ST9) and one 0.5 cc (test ST10). The primary emphasis of these tests was to understand what influence cavity volume change and shape change had on observed pressure trace ringing. These bombs were made out of tool steel to reduce or eliminate effects of melting and/or erosion due to initiator (NSI) heat input. (For a further discussion of the effects of the bomb material on test results, see AIAA 2008-4802, Material Properties Effects on Pyrotechnic Initiator Output.) Each bomb had two pressure transducer ports, allowing additional investigation into the effect of mounting transducers 90 degrees apart. One Kistler 603B1 pressure transducer was mounted on the wall of the chamber using the same type of mounting adapter (Kistler 222P needle adapter) used during initial Y-PCA testing. The adapter mount flow passage, running through the bomb wall connecting the bomb cavity interface to the end of the adapter tip, had dimensions of 0.04 in. diameter and 0.04 in. length. The second transducer was mounted to the bottom of the bomb and slightly off center to avoid the initiator (NSI) end cap during firing, with the same mount configuration as the wall mounted configuration. Both adapter passages were filled with Dow Corning 33M grease. These tests are referred to as the two-pressure-transducer (2PT) bomb tests.

![Diagram of 0.5 cc 2PT bomb (the 0.9 cc 2PT bomb was similar in design).](image)

Figure 4. 0.5 cc 2PT bomb (the 0.9 cc 2PT bomb was similar in design).
The 2PT bomb tests produced data traces highlighting similarities between the two standard mounting configurations. As the plot in Fig. 5 indicates, there is relatively little, if any, difference between the two pressure traces when P2 is slightly adjusted upward due to a pressure offset. Although indicated peak pressures range from 14,650 psig for P1 and 11,050 psig for P2, the peak pressure appears to be near 10,000 psig when an approximate curve-fit is applied to the traces. A more accurate pressure of ~ 8000 psig is observed outside of the influence of transducer ringing, ~ 350 μs after the initial pressure rise. Ringing took approximately three cycles to stabilize with a frequency of ~ 12 KHz, which approached the PCA test frequency. Initial pressure increase or rise for the wall mounted transducer lagged ~ 10 μs on average for both tests. This suggests the wall and bottom mounted transducers had roughly the same pressure data values other than an initial pressure rise shift in time.

Increasing the cavity volume to 0.9 cc had no effect on ringing characteristics other than lowering the pressure reading. The fact that the frequency and the cycles remained approximately the same, even though the length of the 0.9 cc bomb was nearly twice the length of the 0.5 cc bomb, eliminated a theory that the ringing pressure peaks were the result of a shock wave bouncing from one end of the bomb to the other.

![Figure 5. Plot of 2PT bomb data (0.5cc).](image)

**Figure 5. Plot of 2PT bomb data (0.5cc).**

### IV. Three-Pressure-Transducer (3PT) Bomb Tests: Standard, Elongated, and Face/Flush Mount

In an effort to understand and reduce initial pressure rise delay, pressure spikes, and ringing, a third pressure bomb (0.5 cc volume) was manufactured with a standard mount transducer located on the bottom utilizing the 222P adapter. The 222P adapter is an elongated mount wall transducer port that also uses the adapter as the standard mount, and an additional face/flush mount pressure transducer port that did not use an adapter (Fig. 6).

The elongated mount consisted of the drilled passageway connecting the bomb cavity to the adapter, increasing the length 0.25 in. beyond the standard mount configuration (0.29 in. total) while still maintaining the 0.04 in. standard adapter passageway diameter. The passageway for the face/flush mount setup (no adapter) had a diameter of 0.08 in., thereby greatly increasing the exposed face area of the pressure transducer. Although the face/flush mount was nearly flush with the internal bomb wall plane, a short passage length of 0.04 in. (same as standard mount) was designed into the bomb to accommodate a small amount of grease for transducer face protection.

Eight bomb tests (ST11 through ST16, ST12, and ST18) were performed using the 3PT configuration. A representative 3PT bomb plot is shown in Fig. 7. This test configuration provided the most beneficial data on transducer mountings, as the three pressure transducers produced parallel results from one test.
Figure 6. 0.5cc 3PT bomb.

The 3PT bomb test traces indicated that the initial pressure rise in the bomb chamber was always sensed by the face/flush mounted transducers first, followed by 18 µs (on average) by the standard, and then 20 µs (on average) by the elongated transducer mount. If the ~ 10-µs lag time observed during the 2PT bomb tests between the standard wall and bottom mounted configurations is applied, the transducer timing sequence is still maintained. Another face/flush mounted transducer data characteristic indicates dramatically reduced high amplitude pressure spikes with initial pressure increases (within 100 µs) in an almost step-like fashion. Data for the 3PT bomb tests are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. 3PT mounted bomb tests, 100 percent initiator (NSI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>&quot;Face/Flush Mount&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;Standard Mount&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;Elongated Mount&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peak Pressure (psig)</td>
<td>Pressure at 500µs (psig)</td>
<td>Time From First to Second Oscillation Peak (µs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9,497</td>
<td>8,155</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9,765</td>
<td>8,716</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>9,272</td>
<td>9,697</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10,078</td>
<td>10,093</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8,667</td>
<td>9,667</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>11,430</td>
<td>8,926</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>10,655</td>
<td>9,563</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>9,555</td>
<td>9,343</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compare the data between the three mounts without the effect of adapter-induced transducer ringing, a point 500 µs after initial pressure rise was chosen. These data indicated good correlation, as all three pressure transducers were within 3.5 percent of one another. At this point, the average face/flush mounted peak pressure value was also quite near the initial indicated peak value (within 7 percent) for the eight NSI tests, while standard and elongated mount peak value relationships were much greater (65 and 71 percent, respectively). The initial pressure peak (plateau) produced by the face/flush mount was reasonably closer in value to the approximate curve-fit peak pressure value of the standard and elongated mounts than their respective indicated peak values. This suggests data from the face/flush mount yield a better representation of initial cavity pressure.

Oscillations on the face/flush mounted transducer traces indicated a reduced number of oscillations at much higher frequency (40 to 60 KHz) when compared to the other mounting configurations, and were almost completely damped within the first 100 µs after initial pressure rise and were of minimal amplitude. Average time between the oscillation peaks was shortest for the face/flush mount (0.017ms, 60 KHz), followed by the standard and elongated mount of approximate equal frequency (0.095ms, 11 KHz).

V. Conclusion

The effects of different pressure transducer mountings within the same bomb produced noticeable changes on pressure data traces, with a face/flush mounted configuration indicating the fastest response and most accurate data. Although data produced by pressure transducers using the miniature adapter mounts have accuracy limitations immediately after sensing pressure (due to ringing) and should not be considered the actual working pressure, the data provide a means of determining internal timing events, which is helpful in studying pressure changes in small pyrotechnic cavities.
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